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Why I Left Greenpeace After 15 Years

Greenpeace lost its humanitarian perspective and drifted 

into the lie that humans are the enemies of the Earth.

Today they are Peddling Junk Science for Donations. 

It is Greenpeace that is the enemy of nature and civilization 
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CO2  and Temperature Negatively Correlated for 100 Million Years

Ice Ages CO2 in 1850

CO2 & Temperature Negatively Correlated for 200 Million Years.

Most Hard Coal Produced Here

2.6

Arctic is Ice-Free Year-Round





Onset of Pleistocene Ice Age

Homo Sapiens Evolved



There is no Indication that Global Temperature will Shoot up

in Response to the Large Increase in CO2 from Human Emissions.

Note the Three Previous Glacial Maximums were Warmer than this One



The Holocene Interglacial Period - Temperature and Greenhouse Gases



There is no significant change in the pattern of temperature

fluctuation since 1659, nearly 200 year before significant CO2 

emissions began. Just very moderate warming coming out 

of the Little Ice Age.



January and April 2023 were slightly cooler than the average 1991-2020

There is no “runaway greenhouse effect”. Just a lovely bit of warming.





500 - 550 million years ago, many soft species ruled the seas 



100,000,000 Billion Tons of Carbon as CO2 has been Absorbed from the 

Oceans and Air by Marine Calcifying Species and turned into Limestone.

When we Make Cement we are simply returning CO2 to where it Came From.



The White Cliffs of Dover stretch for 14 miles along the English coast

They are entirely composed of the shells of microscopic coccolithophores - 

an algae that feed on CO2 in the word’s oceans



Coral reefs have produced about 50% of all the CaCO3 that has become

chalk, limestone, dolomite, and marble  - These rocks are of life-origin



There are more than 100,000 species of mollusks, including shellfish, octopi, 

and squid. Nearly all produce CaCO3 shells



Lush ancient forests evolved in the Carboniferous period. Prior to that all 

vegetation was limp and confined close to the ground. The development of 

woody stems changed that forever.  Global biomass increased greatly.



About 50% of known coal reserves were laid down during the

Carboniferous and Permian Periods, coincident with the evolution of trees,

the stems of which are made from cellulose and lignin.



Tramites versicolor- possibly first species to produce lignase 

to digest lignin in wood, thus curtailing coal production



Every molecule of CO2 we emit to the atmosphere from burning 

fossil fuels and cement production came from the atmosphere and 

the oceans in the first place. It is not an addition, it is a replenishment

CO2 Replenishment



Present Level -  421ppm

Most recent glacial maximum

180 ppmDeath of plants - 150 ppm



It’s not about talking!

When you get up close 

and talk to your plants 

you are breathing up to 

50,000 ppm (5%) CO2 

on them!

It’s their main food! 

Perhaps the women get 

closer than the men!!



Controlled Experiment with CO2 Increased 

Above Ambient Levels as it was in 2009 



A CO2 Generator Turns Natural Gas into CO2 and Greatly

Increases Plant Growth and Productivity



Polar Bears would not Exist if it weren’t for Climate Change

Claim: Polar Bears Will Become Extinct Due to Climate Change



Polar Bears descended from Brown Bears, a case of divergent 

evolution due to geographical isolation and different habitats



National Geographic, December 2017 





1973 Population       6-8,000

    2022 Population      30-50,000



85 people died in the Camp Fire in Paradise, California in November 2018.

This is a textbook example of how not to build a community in a forested landscape.



Central Park is an excellent example of how to manage an urban forest.

No pitchy conifers such as pines, spruce, and larch. No buildup of dead wood.

Lots of open space. Pretty simple. Will not cause wildfire.



If dead woody debris is allowed to build up it dries out and becomes

susceptible to creating an inferno. 

When wood was the primary fuel the dead wood around communities was

collected  for cooking, heating, and industry.



The US Forest

Service has

discarded all

 this data



By 1750 when wood was the only major fuel for heating, industry, and cooking,

the forested area in Europe was reduced to less than 10%.

Today 43% of Europe is forested. Many dry regions were never forested.



A satellite image of the Amazon watershed. It ’s area is 80% of the US lower 48.

You can fly over it for five hours and see hardly any development.



A satellite image of the Congo Basin, the second largest rainforest after the 

Amazon. Let’s work hard to protect endangered species!!



Using a NASA satellite An international team of 32 authors from 24 institutions 

in eight countries, published in 2015, clearly shows the positive effect of more CO2 

in the global atmosphere. The “Greening of the Earth” continues.
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